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1. Introduction

The quality of data must be known if it is to be
used in any logical sense in any decision process.
Data must be both technically sound and defensi-
ble. This simple statement seems axiomatic, yet its
impact only recently has been widely recognized.
And even today, much of the data generated for
environmental, health, and other vital purposes is
of questionable quality.

Data quality has impact on the attainable accu-
racy of every measurement. In trace analysis,
which is often pushing the lower limits of measure-
ment, it influences the decision of whether the mea-
sured value has any significance, whatsoever.

The effect of data quality on any analytical deci-
sion is illustrated in figure 1. The total uncertainty
is indicated by the bounds for bias (dotted areas)
and the random component (curve enclosed areas).
A value just at the decision level, D, has some
probability of being either larger or smaller than
that measured. Even a value of A, well above D,
has a probability of being smaller, changing the de-
cision from YES to NO, and conversely for a value
B. The indecision zone is clearly a function of im-
precision and bias, both of which must be known
and estimated.

A similar situation exists for the decision of de-
tection, shown in figure 2. Detection consists in
whether a measured value is larger than its uncer-
tainty, and data are only quantitatively useful if

their relative uncertainty is reasonably smaller than
the measured values. The limit of detection (LOD)
and the limit of quantitation (LOQ) depend on the
magnitude of the standard deviation and the
bounds for bias. The limits in figure 2 correspond
to those recommended by the American Chemical
Society, Committee on Environmental Measure-
ment [1].

It should be clear that data uncertainty must be
known and the measurement system must be stable
if data are to be used with confidence. Their qual-
ity must be assured by the producer and to the
user(s). Until a measurement system has achieved
statistical control, it cannot be considered in any
logical sense as measuring anything at all [2].

2. What is Quality Assurance?

Quality assurance consists of all activities under-
taken to produce data of evaluated quality [3]. It
consists of two separate but related activities: Qual-
ity Control-What is done to obtain data of accept-
able quality, and Quality Assessment-What is
done to evaluate the quality of the data produced.

3. Quality Control

All sources of variability of the measurement
process must be stabilized and optimized, consis-
tent with the end use of the data. Bias control must
be implemented as well. All of these become ex-
tremely critical in trace analysis. The major
sources of imprecision and bias are shown in table
1. The impacts indicated are for the average case
and will differ in importance according to the situ-
ation and the degree of control that is achieved.

Table 1. Sources of uncertainty in trace measurements

Source Impact Precision Bias

Sample high-to-extensive m M
Sub-sampling high M M
Chemical operations high M M
Losses high m M
Contamination medium-to-high M M
Blank medium-to-high m M
Calibration medium-to-high m M
Instrumentation low-to-medium m m

m= minor contributor
M =major contributor
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Quality control is achieved by careful attention
to all factors that affect uncertainty. These may be
classified in the general categories shown in table 2
[4]. The emphasis is on doing what is necessary,
doing it right, and doing it consistently. The latter
is achieved by following optimized protocols.
While most of the elements in table 2 are self evi-
dent, the acronyms may be less familiar.

Table 2. Elements of quality control'

Competent personnel
Suitable facilities
Appropriate methodology
Adequate calibration

GLPs
GMPs
sops
PSPs

Inspection
Documentation

*See reference [41 for a detailed discussion of the elements.

GLPs- Good Laboratory Practices: protocols
that define how general operations are
to be carried out.

GMPs-Good Measurement Practices: proto-
cols that define how technique-specific
operations are to be carried out.

SOPs- Standard Operations Procedures: proto-
cols that define how measurement and
sampling operations are to be carried
out.

PSPs- Protocols for Specific Purposes: proto-
cols that define how an entire measure-
ment program is to be carried out.

4. Quality Assessment

The elements of quality assessment are shown in
table 3. They are rated according to their impor-
tance in evaluating imprecision (P) and bias (B),
and also whether they can be provided by a labora-
tory's internal (U) resources or whether they are
provided externally (E). It is evident that precision
evaluation, a prerequisite to bias evaluation, should
be relatively easy for a laboratory to accomplish
without external assistance. Bias evaluation can be

Table 3. Elements of quality assessment

Element Impact Source

Replicate measurements P I
Reference materials B E
Definitive measurements I I E

Independent methods B I
Spikes B I
Surrogates B I
Collaborative testing B E

Audits P/B I B
Control charts P/B I
Introspection P/B I

done internally, but is is time consuming and re-
quires external inputs if it is to be objective. Both
kinds of evaluation must be consistently monitored,
preferably using control charts. The consistent
measurement of reference materials is the proce-
dure of choice whenever possible. The importance
of audits, both internal and external, to monitor
both performance and conformance to quality as-
surance standards is obvious. And, of course, every
concerned analyst and analytical laboratory must
critically review its outputs (introspection).

5. Conclusion

Quality assurance must be extended to every op-
eration that affects the final measured result if valid
conclusions are to be made. That is to say the sam-
ple, the sampling operation, blanks, calibration, and
measurement.

One must always distinguish between attainable
accuracy and the accuracy actually attained. The
state-of-the-process is often significantly less than
the state-of-the-art, resulting from ill-defined toler-
ances, inadequate control, poorly designed mea-
surement system, and inappropriate use of
methodology. Al] can become major limitations in
trace analysis.

Quality is only achieved by consistent and dili-
gent effort and it is best achieved by developing
and following an appropriate QA program. But
QA is more than a system. It is a philosophy, and
indeed a way of life. As a system, it is doomed to
disappointment, if not failure. As a philosophy,
there is some hope for success. As a system and a
philosophy, that is to say a way of life, the
prospects for quality data are excellent [5].
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Figure 1. Effect of data quality on analytical decision.
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Figure 2. Effect of data quality on decision of selection.
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Several sediment reference materials are avail-
able for use in assuring the quality of environmen-
tal measurements. These materials have been
prepared by various organizations throughout the
world, and include bottom sediments from numer-
ous aqueous environments (rivers, ponds, bays,
streams, gulfs, etc.) for which either certified or
consensus concentration values of inorganic or or-
ganic constituents are or soon will be available [1].
As a result of the decreasing supply of Standard
Reference Material (SRM) 1645, River Sediment,
the NBS Office of Standard Reference Materials
authorized the evaluation of candidate materials
for a new river sediment SRM. Considerable em-
phasis was placed on assuring the homogeneity of
the sample, the quality of the analyses, and the se-
lection of certified constituents throughout the de-
velopment of this material, SRM 2704.

Sample homogeneity and analysis quality are re-
flected in the uncertainty limits that are placed on
the certified values. These limits can be used as a
realistic estimate of the sum of error sources associ-
ated with the collection, processing, and certifica-
tion of each element in the sample matrix. In
round-robin type protocols involving inter- and in-
tra-laboratory comparisons, it has been observed
that within-method uncertainties are often signifi-
cantly less than between-method uncertainties. As-
suming that appropriate sampling protocols were
followed and that the confidence limits reported
for individual methods are not underestimated, it is
reasonable to conclude that the imprecision and
bias of individual techniques used by different labo-
ratories produces a significant uncertainty in the
approved value. As the constituent concentrations
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